Subjects and Predicates

Directions: Decide whether the sentence fragment is missing a subject or a predicate, and then fix it. Create complete sentences.

1. ____________________________________________ is my role model.
   Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________

2. Bruce Hand, the famous explorer, _____________________________________________
   Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________

3. Mr. Morton __________________________________________
   Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________

4. ____________________________________________ went to the park.
   Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________

5. My favorite food __________________________________________
   Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________

6. ____________________________________________ is my favorite musician or group.
   Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________

7. My favorite game to play __________________________________________
   Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________

8. ____________________________________________ is my favorite movie.
   Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________

Draw a vertical (up and down) line separating the subjects and predicates:

1. I went to Six Flags. 2. Let’s go to the movies.
3. She knows how to make jewelry. 4. We play basketball every Tuesday.
5. My pencil broke. 6. Simon told me to.
7. Alex stayed up late doing her homework. 8. Homework makes me happy.
9. I put my name on top of my paper. 10. The cheetah is the fastest land animal.